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Further push into online video – 24i deal 

Amino has announced the acquisition of 24i Media, a provider of TV 
and OTT Apps, user experience and user interface (“UX/UI”) solutions 
and services.  The group is paying total consideration of €21.4m in 
cash and shares for 87% of the issued share capital, although the 
subsequent injection of €5m and the AminoTV business into this 
subsidiary raises Amino’s stake to 92%.  This price equates to an 
EV/Sales of c.4x on an historical basis.  The 24i deal will provide 
Amino with a significantly enhanced geographic footprint and a 
material extension to AminoTV’s activities.  The transaction will also 
allow Amino to accelerate its strategy of moving towards higher 
margin, software-led, recurring revenues in a rapidly-changing 
market.  

▪ Deal structure  Amino is paying €24.1m for 87% of the business – the 
consideration being €16m cash and €3.3m in Amino shares (3.2m 
shares) at the time of the deal, and €2.1m deferred consideration, 
payable 50% after one year and 50% after two years.  Following the 
transaction, Amino has transferred €5m and AminoTV’s business into 
the newly-acquired subsidiary, taking its stake from 87% to 92%.  The 
founders of 24i have an option to sell Amino the remaining 8% after two 
years.  

▪ Acquired business  The 24i business is focussed on provision of apps 
and programs for the provision of online video through Smart TVs, mobile 
phones and other streaming devices.  24i’s focus is on the “user 
experience” or “user interface” – the most visible part of the end-consumer 
offering, and one which meshes well with AminoTV’s historical strength 
with operators and in the “back end” of service provision.  

▪ Benefits of combination  Bringing together AminoTV and 24i will 
accelerate Amino’s existing strategy of focus on online video and OTT 
offerings, which are highly relevant to Amino’s existing customer base 
of operators looking to upgrade and modernise their platforms.   

▪ Changes to estimates  We upgrade 2019E sales by $4.5m and 
EBITDA by $1m to reflect the part-year of ownership.  For 2020, we 
model sales increasing by some $13m and EBITDA by $3m.  In this first 
full year of ownership, our estimates suggest that the deal will be c.6% 
earnings-enhancing.   

Amino has made a bold but in our view logical move to strengthen and 
broaden its online TV offering.  The deal adds a strong customer base, is a 
good geographic fit, and brings incremental recurring revenue and high 
gross margin sales – we await further news and developments over time. 
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FYE NOV ($M)  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

Revenue  96.1 88.9 75.2 81.9 

Adj EBITDA  20.5 16.8 16.7 19.2 

Fully Adj PBT  15.2 11.2 10.0 11.3 

Fully Adj EPS (c)  20.9 15.3 12.1 13.6 

EV/EBITDA (x)  4.5x 5.6x 5.6x 4.8x 

PER (x)  7.2x 9.9x 12.5x 11.1x 

Dividend yield  5.6% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Acquisition of 24i 

Background of the business 

24i was founded in 2009 by Martijn van Horssen and Hans Disch and positions itself as 
“one of the leading, front-end, TV app developers in the world”. It is headquartered in 
Amsterdam and has 140 full-time employees.  

The business creates and deploys TV apps for every type of video screen, from set-top 
boxes, SmartTVs and media players to game consoles, tablets and mobile phones. With 
a unique technology framework, 24i services leading media companies, networks, 
broadcasters, operators and content owners.  

Clients include NPO, iflix, KPN, PureFlix, RTE, NLZIET, Fox Sports, Globo and Sinclair 
Broadcasting Services. 24i’s TV apps give its clients “competitive advantages that 
enable new revenue streams by establishing interactive and personalized relationships 
with TV content consumers across all relevant TV platforms”. 

24i works in collaboration with content owners, distributors and technology partners to 
engineer solutions that allow consumers to access content wherever, whenever and 
however they choose. The group has established a strong network of relevant 
partnerships, jointly offering end-to-end solutions. The target is to achieve increased 
viewer satisfaction and drive higher revenue for clients. 

Where does 24i fit in the OTT landscape ?  User interface is key 

The OTT value chain comprises the following segments (as shown in the chart below).  
The management team of 24i see its involvement being deeper where the shading is 
darker:  

OTT Value Chain – where 24i fits in 

  

Source: 24i 

 

24i is active in the area relating to content encoding, DRM (digital rights management) 
and the group sees its core specialisation as being the user interface at the “end” of the 
process.   
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24i’s TV App products 

Powered by 24i’s AppCore production framework, SmartOTT is 24i’s front-end solution 
for Over-The-Top TV distributors which helps to remove complexity from IPTV and OTT 
strategies. It simplifies syndication and delivers live and on-demand TV & video content 
to any type of video screen. 

The SmartOPERATOR TV app is 24i’s TV Anywhere front-end solution for TV 
operators, offering an innovative and uniform user experience across a range of devices. 
As a multi-screen TV app, it provides all the standard functionalities of a traditional set-
top-box plus a range of innovative features, but without the need for a physical set-top-
box (although SmartOperator also runs on RDK set-top-boxes). It is designed for PayTV 
operators and it is back-end and platform agnostic. Adaptable to the operator’s look and 
feel, it offers a single interface for all devices and users can switch seamlessly between 
different devices. 

SmartTEMPLATE is 24i’s offer for partners in the OTT value chain that need a low-cost, 
standardized front-end solution which provides maximum quality, stability and 
innovation. It addresses its partners’ need to have an OTT distribution model in place. 
The SmartTemplate apps allow content sharing on all relevant TV platforms with the 
shortest time-to-market at, what the company notes are, “ultra competitive costs”. 

The images below depict the graphics and user interface that the group’s products offer 
to customers: 

24i EXAMPLE OUTPUT GRAPHICS 

 

Source: Company information 
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Financial information on 24i 

24i reported revenues of €7.1m in its last financial year to the end of December 2018 
(2017: €4.6m) and EBITDA of €0.5m (2017: €0.5m), (unaudited using Dutch GAAP).  

In the four month period to 31 April 2019, 24i had revenues of €2.9m and an EBITDA 
loss of €(0.1)m, based on unaudited management accounts. The announcement states 
that double-digit revenue growth is expected to continue, at current gross margin levels. 
Some 15% of revenue in 2018 was recurring, and c.35% is expected to be recurring in 
2019.  

As at 31 April 2019, 24i had net debt of €2.5m and net assets of €3.6m. All revenues are 
earned from software and related services. 

Rationale 

24i is a user video experience specialist and provides apps for TV and streaming devices 
as well as related services…Amino’s core skill and main specialisation within AminoTV 
(the most relevant operating unit within the group) relates more to the operator’s video 
platform and distribution capability.  At is most basic, AminoTV has a range of software 
products and services that allow operators to provision and deploy online video services; 
24i has significant experience designing and selling software & interfaces that allow the 
end customer to receive, navigate and watch the video which is being deployed in this 
way.  The two offerings are therefore extremely complementary.   

24i is also a good geographic and cultural fit – the business is based in the Netherlands, 
but with locations in five countries which will extend Amino’s presence but without 
dramatically changing the group’s focus. 

As the industry evolves from broadcast and hardware to streaming and hosting video 
platforms in the cloud, Amino finds itself in a position to provide solutions to operators at 
many points of the process. The acquisition of 24i will bring Amino renewed impetus in 
this quest, providing significant opportunities to grow revenues as it develops new 
customer bases and better serves its existing users. 

The acquisition terms – and “folding-in” of AminoTV 

Amino has agreed to acquire 87% of the issued share capital of 24i at an equity valuation 
of €24.7m.  This equates to an enterprise valuation of €27.5m. The Total Consideration 
of €21.4m comprises an initial consideration of €19.3m and €2.1m of deferred 
consideration subject to the Founders remaining with, and managing, the 24i Group. 

Initial consideration: 

• €16m from existing cash and debt resources; and 

• €3.3m in Amino shares. 

Deferred consideration: 

• €1.05 million in cash payable on the first anniversary of the transaction; and 

• €1.05 million in cash payable on the second anniversary of the transaction. 

A concurrent reorganisation will take place which will comprise a €5m recapitalisation of 
24i for working capital purposes, and the transfer of 100% of the share capital of Amino 
Communications Oy to form an enlarged 24i. Following that, Amino will own 92% of the 
issued share capital of 24i. 
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24i’s key senior management will all be retained and incentivised by Amino with part 
ownership of the 24i business. The founders have been granted a put option to sell the 
remaining 8% of 24i to Amino on the second anniversary of the transaction for Amino 
shares at the same issue price per share as the Consideration Shares or for cash, at 
Amino’s discretion. 

The price reflects an EV/Sales multiple of 3.9x FY 2018 historical sales.  Historical 
profitability has been depressed through lack of scale and the desire to win 
market share, but we forecast EBITDA of some $3m in 2020, which would bring 
the valuation to c.10x EBITDA, albeit assuming a good degree of ongoing growth 
and delivery on plans.  The deal appears to us reasonably priced – the group is 
paying a degree of premium based on expected growth, but Amino is acquiring 
solutions which are complementary to its existing offering and the deal clearly 
brings cross selling and upcycling opportunities which Amino can immediately 
make available to its significant installed base. 

Estimates 

We make changes as shown in the table below – essentially reflecting the current 
performance of the 24i business in the 2019 year (and a c.5 month contribution).  We 
see the acquired business delivering some $13m revenue and around $3m EBITDA in 
its first full year of ownership (2020E) which delivers a modest level of earnings 
enhancement to the group.  

CHANGES TO ESTIMATES 

 

Source: Progressive Equity Research Ltd estimates 

 

Overall summary and conclusion 

This transaction is not simply an acquisition – it is the purchase of a majority 
stake in an exciting software and services business, and the subsequent merger 
of that acquired entity with the AminoTV offering.   
 
The effect will be to create a new powerhouse within Amino – dramatically 
enhancing the scale and reach of AminoTV (the online video element of Amino) 
and allowing a good range of new cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.  We note 
that the new subsidiary will be jointly run by Joachim Bergman (SVP of AminoTV) 
and Martijn van Horssen (of 24i).   
 
Overall, the deal appears to be a carefully-constructed move to materially 
accelerate Amino’s existing strategy to push further into the online video 
opportunity.  The products of 24i and AminoTV appear to be highly 
complementary, the geographies allow extension without undue risk, and 
crucially, both organisations are seeking to exploit the same end-market 
dynamics.  We await further news with interest, and look forward to both AminoTV 
and the broader group benefiting from the enhanced focus.  
 

FY19E FY20E

$m unless stated Old New

Change 

(%) Old New

Change 

(%)

Revenue 70.7 75.2 6.4% 68.9 81.9 18.9%

Adj EBITDA 15.7 16.7 6.6% 16.2 19.2 18.6%

Fully adj PBT 10.0 10.0 0.4% 10.2 11.5 12.9%

Fully adj EPS (p) 12.6 12.1 -4.2% 12.8 13.6 6.4%

Net cash 24.2 5.5 -77.2% 29.5 11.6 -60.7%
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Financial Summary: Amino Technologies 

Year end: November ($m unless shown)      

      

PROFIT & LOSS  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

Revenue  96.1  88.9  75.2  81.9  

Adj EBITDA  20.5  16.8  16.7  19.2  

Adj EBIT  15.1  11.2  10.3  11.5  

Reported PBT  13.3  8.2  5.9  7.2  

Fully Adj PBT  15.2  11.2  10.0  11.3  

NOPAT  15.1  11.2  10.3  11.5  

Reported EPS (c)  20.8  11.2  6.7  8.3  

Fully Adj EPS (c)  20.9  15.3  12.1  13.6  

Dividend per share (p)  6.7  7.3  7.3  7.3  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

Operating cash flow  22.2  14.3  14.7  19.2  

Free Cash flow  15.3  9.5  10.3  13.7  

FCF per share (c)  20.9  13.0  13.4  17.9  

Capex  (6.3) (4.8) (4.5) (5.5) 

Acquisitions  (0.5) 0.0  (17.6) (1.0) 

Dividends  (5.6) (6.8) (7.3) (7.6) 

Net cash flow  9.6  2.9  (14.7) 6.2  

Shares issued  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  

Other movements  0.0  0.0  (0.1) (0.1) 

Net (Debt)/Cash  17.4  20.3  5.5  11.6  

      
NAV AND RETURNS  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

Net asset value  73.1  73.5  78.6  85.0  

NAV/share (c)  99.6  100.9  102.7  110.9  

Net Tangible Asset Value  0.8  1.0  1.2  1.4  

NTAV/share (c)  1.1  1.4  1.6  1.9  

Average equity  59.5  73.3  76.1  81.8  

Post-tax ROE (%)  25.7% 11.2% 6.8% 7.8% 

      
METRICS   2018 2019E 2020E 

Revenue growth   (7.5%) (15.4%) 8.9% 

Adj EBITDA growth   (18.3%) (0.1%) 14.8% 

Adj EBIT growth   (25.9%) (7.3%) 11.4% 

Adj PBT growth   (26.1%) (10.3%) 12.8% 

Adj EPS growth   (27.0%) (21.0%) 12.8% 

Dividend growth   9.9% 0.1% 0.0% 

Adj EBIT margins   12.5% 13.7% 14.1% 

      
VALUATION  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

EV/Sales (x)  1.0 1.0 1.2 1.1 

EV/EBITDA (x)  4.5 5.6 5.6 4.8 

EV/NOPAT (x)  6.2 8.3 9.0 8.1 

PER (x)  7.2 9.9 12.5 11.1 

Dividend yield  5.6% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 

FCF yield  13.8% 8.6% 8.8% 11.8% 
 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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